
Crafts from Around the World

Try out some of these crafts from places around the world where

MCN mission partners serve and learn about another place where

kids learn about God’s love and worship Him!

Crafts from Taiwan
1. Taiwan has 16 recognized aboriginal tribes. Learn to make

a pom-pom craft which people from the Amis tribe in

Taiwan use to decorate clothing and bags. See the first part

of this video for simple instructions: Pom-pom craft

a. Materials needed: colorful yarn and a small scissors

(other optional materials include a needle, dog

hook, and other string for stringing pom poms

together)

2. Lantern Festival is celebrated in Taiwan on the 15th day of the

new year (by the lunar calendar) and marks the end of Chinese

New Year celebrations. In 2023, this date is February 5! Use

this video to learn to make Chinese paper lanterns: Paper

lantern craft

a. Materials needed: A4 paper, scissors, stapler (optional

stickers or other items for decoration)

3. Jianzi is a traditional Chinese sport that involves using any part of the body except your

hands to keep a weighted shuttlecock from touching the ground. See video of how to

play the game: Jianzi Students can make their own jianzi using a small rock.

a. Materials needed: a rectangular piece of plastic from a garbage bag, a small

cardboard circle, a small rock, and a rubber band

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CAYf-CWqeHs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CeZKYGmuZn0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CeZKYGmuZn0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fOn0DhvInSk


b. Instructions: Cut strips along the two long sides of the garbage bag without

cutting all the way across. Place the rock on top of the cardboard on one side of

the bag in the middle. Roll the bag with the cardboard and rock inside it and then

fold up the two sides so the cut strips are on top. Then secure it with a rubber

band. (See pictures below for reference.)
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A Craft from Costa Rica

The night before Costa Rica’s Independence Day, children make

lanterns called “faroles” to symbolize the message of freedom

brought to Central America. Independence Day is celebrated on

September 15th, but on the 14th, students parade their

homemade lanterns throughout their community in the night.

Made with recyclable material, scissors, glue, cardboard, tissue

paper, or any other easy-access materials, they often are in the

form of traditional Costa Rican houses, foods, coffee makers, etc.

Sometimes they are made in other shapes and sizes. Mission

partners Ethan and Amanda’s son August made a Spiderman

farol this last year!

In Costa Rica, they can be very ornate, but you could use any materials or design. Color or paint

your lanterns red, white, and blue to match the Costa Rican flag!

Video idea for the bumblebee lantern missionary kid Aubree is

holding in the picture: Toy Lantern

Written instructions for a simpler lantern design: Cardboard

lantern

https://www.tiktok.com/@toyhandicraft/video/7135404530669292843?_r=1&_t=8V7CSAc2p4o&is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=7135404530669292843
https://alldonemonkey.com/2013/09/15/lantern-craft-and-the-faroles-of-costa-rica-hispanic-heritage-month-blog-hop-and-giveaway/
https://alldonemonkey.com/2013/09/15/lantern-craft-and-the-faroles-of-costa-rica-hispanic-heritage-month-blog-hop-and-giveaway/


Crafts from Hungary

1. In the fall, it’s popular in many European countries, including Hungary, for kids to collect

fresh chestnuts and make small animals and people using the nuts and toothpicks. Once

you have supplies, all that’s needed is creativity in deciding how to put them together!

Horse Chestnut Animals

a. Materials: fresh chestnuts, metal

skewer to make holes,

toothpicks or wooden cocktail

skewers, optional: hot glue,

paint, googly eyes

b. While fresh chestnuts are not as

readily available in the US, they

can be ordered online or

creatively replaced. (gum drops?

Marshmallows? acorns?)

2. St. Martin’s Day is the feast day of Saint Martin of Tours and is celebrated on November

11th each year. In Hungary, Slovakia, Germany, and other European countries, it is

popular to make lanterns to celebrate this day. These instructions are for a slightly more

complex lantern (a great project for older students!) but could be simplified by using just

paper for younger students.

a. Materials: Construction paper, cellophane wrap, tracing paper, scissors, craft

knife, glue, pencil, stickers, battery operated candle, wire, lantern pattern (see

link above), stickers or other decorations

https://www.kenarry.com/fall-art-project-chestnut/
https://www.theomaway.com/children/st-martins-day-lanterns/


3. Yarn birds are another fun, outdoor-themed Hungarian craft that mission partner, Sarah,

enjoys making with her daughters. They have a whole nest of them at home!

a. Materials: 3 colors of yarn (pictured here is

black, red, and gray), Cardboard, An almond

or small piece of paper for the beak

b. Wrap the yarn around the cardboard as

shown. The gray is wrapped around 30

times, the black is wrapped around 50

times, and the red is wrapped around 60

times. (Then cut the yarn off the cardboard

and keep the pieces together in their

colors.)

Instructions:

1. Tie the red and black

pieces together exactly in

the middle.

2. Pull the black over to one

side, and tie it together

with the red.

3. Put the gray pieces under

the red ones.

4. Pull the red pieces under

the gray and attach them

to the other red and black

pieces, pinning the gray

underneath.

5. Tie the gray pieces around

the black “body” of the

bird (the right ones over to

the left and the left ones

over to the right).

6. Attach the beak.


